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Abstract

This paper analyzes data from the 2021 Ama-
zon Alexa Prize Socialbot Grand Challenge 4,
in order to better understand the differences
between human-computer interactions (HCI)
in a socialbot setting and conventional human-
to-human interactions. We find that because
socialbots are a new genre of HCI, we are still
negotiating norms to guide interactions in this
setting. We present several notable patterns in
user behavior toward socialbots, which have
important implications for guiding future work
in the development of conversational agents.

1 Introduction

In recent years, it has become increasingly com-
mon for humans to interact with computers
through natural language, either through speech
(e.g. voice assistants) or through text (e.g. cus-
tomer service chatbots). Most of these interactions
have a specific functional goal; users may ask a
bot to perform tasks such as giving the weather
forecast, setting a timer, or making a dinner reser-
vation. It is less common for users to engage in
purely social conversations with a bot – chit-chat
remains a primarily human mode of language.

In this paper, we explore data collected dur-
ing the Alexa Prize Socialbot Grand Challenge
41 (Ram et al., 2018; Khatri et al., 2018), where
teams designed chatbots to have social ‘chit-chat’
conversations with humans, with the goal of mim-
icking human interactions. Users conversed orally
with socialbots via an Alexa-enabled device. We
analyze this data in order to better understand user
behavior: how do the human-bot interactions dif-
fer in nature from typical human conversation?
What are users’ expectations of a socialbot, and
how can we develop socialbots which better meet
these expectations? The human-centered analysis
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grand-challenge/2020

Figure 1: Sample conversation with annotated features.

of socialbot interactions presented here aims to in-
form future research in developing natural and en-
gaging conversational agents.

Of course, the quality of the bot’s responses
plays an important part in how the user interacts
with it; if the bot’s responses aren’t human-like,
users won’t treat it like a human. In this paper,
our primary goal is not to evaluate the quality of
this particular socialbot, but rather to get a sense of
what users want from socialbots in general. Once
we understand user expectations, we can design
socialbots which better satisfy these expectations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in
§2 we summarize previous work studying conver-
sation, in both human-to-human and HCI settings.
Next, we analyze new Alexa Prize data: in §3 we
describe ways in which users treated the bot the
same as a human, and in §4 we highlight ways
that users behave differently with the bot than they
would with a human. We discuss the implications
of our analysis in §5, and finally conclude in §6.

2 Previous Work

There is a long tradition of literature studying the
social and linguistic rules of human discourse.
H.P. Grice, in particular, formalized many of the
underlying assumptions that we make when con-
versing with humans. His cooperative principle
holds that speakers must work together to nego-
tiate the terms of a conversation (Grice, 1989).
He further breaks this principle down into four
maxims of conversation (quantity, quality, rela-
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tion, and manner) which specify the assumptions
required for cooperative conversations. Other
work has also highlighted the importance of es-
tablished scripts for different scenarios (Hymes,
1972; Tomkins, 1987).

The history of research on HCI is shorter but
vibrant. Early work questioned how we should
conceptualize AI, and made predictions about how
more human-like computers might fit into our lives
(Mori, 1970; Winograd et al., 1986). As conversa-
tional agents became more widespread, these pre-
dictions have been put to the test, with two major
patterns surfacing:

The first pattern is that humans tend to treat
computers as if they were humans. The Comput-
ers as Social Actors (CASA) paradigm (Nass and
Moon, 2000) holds that people will “mindlessly”
apply existing social scripts to interactions with
computers. In an early study of HCI, Nass and
Moon (2000) showed that people demonstrated
politeness and applied gender stereotypes to com-
puters, even though they were aware that such be-
havior didn’t make sense in the context. Posard
and Rinderknecht (2015) show that participants in
a trust game behaved the same toward their partner
no matter whether they believed the partner to be
human or computer. Such results support the idea
that humans tend to apply existing social scripts
to computers, even when they are aware that the
scripts may not make sense for the situation.

Assuming that user expectations of computers
are identical to their expectations of humans may
be overly simplistic, however; in other studies of
HCI, a different pattern emerges. Mori (1970)
posited that increased humanness will increase a
computer’s likeability up to a certain point, past
which it will become ‘uncanny’ or creepy, a phe-
nomenon which he dubs The Uncanny Valley. The
Uncanny Valley of Mind theory holds that people
are uncomfortable with computers that seem too
human. Gray and Wegner (2012) find that com-
puters perceived to have experience (being able
to taste food or feel sad) are unsettling, whereas
computers perceived to have agency (being able to
retrieve a weather report or make a dinner reser-
vation) are not. Clark et al. (2019) found in a se-
ries of interviews that users have different priori-
ties in conversing with computers versus other hu-
mans. Shi et al. (2020) found that people were
less likely to be persuaded to donate to a char-
ity when they perceived their interlocutor to be a

computer. Other recent studies have found similar
differences in interactions with virtual assistants
(Völkel et al., 2021; Porcheron et al., 2018). All
of this evidence suggests that, while people may
default to existing social scripts in interacting with
computers, they may not be comfortable treating a
computer identically to a human.

In this paper, we extend the existing literature
on HCI to a new genre by analyzing user inter-
actions with socialbots. We find evidence that
users “mindlessly” apply social rules and scripts
in many cases (see §3) as well as evidence that
users adapt their behavior when conversing with
the social bot (see §4). Overall, we conclude that
although socialbots are designed to mimic human
interactions, users have fundamentally different
goals in socialbot conversations than in typical hu-
man conversation, but that the norms of socialbot
interactions are still being actively negotiated.

3 Dataset

We analyze a subset of the live conversations col-
lected by one of the finalists of Alexa Prize 2021
(Konrád et al., 2021; Chi et al., 2021; Saha et al.,
2021; Walker et al., 2021; Finch et al., 2021). The
dataset comprises 8,650 unique and unconstrained
conversations conducted between June and Octo-
ber 2021 with English-speaking users in the US.
With a total of 346,554 turns and an average of 44
turns per conversation, the dataset is almost twice
the size of the existing human chat corpus Con-
vAI (Logacheva et al., 2018). Further, with a ratio
of 1.1 conversations per user, the corpus signifi-
cantly exceeds the number of unique users, com-
pared to similar previous studies (Völkel et al.,
2021; Porcheron et al., 2018; Völkel et al., 2020).
The dataset also contains user ratings measuring
conversation quality on a Likert scale from 1 to 5,
making it possible to analyze the impact of diverse
conversational features on overall user experience.
Fig. 1 depicts a sample conversation, along with
some of the features.

4 How do users treat the socialbot like a
human?

Conversation can serve two broad purposes: social
and functional. Social conversations aim to build
a rapport between the interlocutors, whereas func-
tional conversations aim to achieve some practical
goal. Clark et al. (2019) found that this dichotomy
was important in explaining differences between
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human-to-human and human-computer conversa-
tion; their participants found social conversation
less relevant when interacting with computers.

We manually identified salient phrases for each
conversation type (social vs. functional) from a
subset of the conversations, and found that 65% of
user queries are social in nature; these queries in-
clude seeking opinions, preferences, and personal
anecdotes (see Appendix Fig. 2). This shows
that, contrary to the findings of Clark et al. (2019),
socialbot users actually engage in social conver-
sation more than purely functional conversation.
This suggests that the preference for functional
conversation reported in Clark et al. (2019) is sit-
uational in nature, rather than a general preference
in human-computer interactions.

Another way that user behavior towards the
socialbot mimics human conversation is the use
of indirectness. Around 21% of the socialbot’s
Yes/No queries result in a user response which
does not include yes or no. In these cases, the
bot must infer the connection between the question
and the user’s answer as in (1), where the user’s
answer implies no.

(1) BOT: “Whenever I have a craving, I or-
der food online from my favorite restau-
rant. Do you?”
USER: “I do drive through.”

Making the necessary inferences to understand
and appropriately respond to such indirect re-
sponses is quite difficult for conversational agents,
but users assume that the bot can follow their im-
plicatures as easily as a human would. This evi-
dence seems to support the CASA theory, showing
that humans mindlessly apply human expectations
to the bot.

5 How do users treat a bot differently
from a human?

While a surprisingly high proportion of user
queries are social in nature, that leaves 35% of
queries that are functional in nature, including re-
quests for the bot to perform a task (Can you
sing please?), or provide information (Who di-
rected Jurassic Park?). While not as frequent as
social queries in our data, functional queries are
still much more common than would be expected
in human conversation. Functional queries gen-
erally lead to higher ratings on average than so-
cial queries (see Appendix Fig. 2 for a detailed

breakdown). This suggests users’ preference for
functional interactions with computers. This could
also be explained by the bot performing better
in a functional mode than social, or by precon-
ceived user expectations from interactions with
other bots. However, although this socialbot will
answer factual questions, it does not act as a smart
assistant and will reject requests to perform Alexa-
assistant commands.

Another clear difference between socialbot and
human conversations is the violation of traditional
Gricean maxims. As is customary in the US, the
socialbot begins by asking the user how they are
doing. In human conversation, this question is al-
most invariably followed by some form of “I’m
fine. And you?” Such phatic conversational open-
ings serve to establish a rapport between speakers.
By contrast, in the socialbot data we find that in
9.3% of cases, the user disregards this greeting and
starts a new topic, as in (2).

(2) BOT: “Hi. How’s your day going so far?”
USER: “Do you want me to tell a joke?”

We find this type of abrupt shift also hap-
pens beyond the initial “How are you?” ex-
change. Users don’t feel obligated to obey the
Gricean maxim of relevance by responding di-
rectly to queries, as they would in human conver-
sation, because the bot is programmed to respond
to any queries and try to continue the conversation.
Using high-precision keyword-based mappings to
detect topics from entities, and subsequently in-
corporating logic to identify switches in a conver-
sation, we observe abrupt topic changes in 4% of
the user turns, such as (3):

(3) BOT: “Ok. So, i wanted to know, what’s
your favorite ice cream flavor?”
USER: “Let’s talk about aliens.”

In comparison, topic changes in human-to-
human conversations generally occur in specific
environments and in characterizable ways, and are
rarely abrupt (Maynard, 1980).

Another Gricean maxim that appears not to ap-
ply in socialbot scenarios is the maxim of quan-
tity, which requires responses to be appropriate in
length. In interactions with the socialbot, however,
user responses tend to be much briefer than one
would expect in a human conversation, as in (4).

(4) BOT: “What do you think of the current
state of the economy?”
USER: “Hit bad.”
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Overall the median utterance length for users is
3 words, much shorter than the bot’s median utter-
ance length of 21. In fact, almost 97.5% of user
utterances are less than 14 words (see Appendix,
Fig. 3). Such short responses are unusual in hu-
man conversations. This pattern might be due to
the fact that users believe that the bot will be more
likely to understand if they keep their responses
short. Another possible explanation is that users
feel it’s the bot’s job to drive the conversation for-
ward, and thus take a more passive role.

The above examples make clear that many con-
ventional conversational scripts don’t apply to so-
cialbot interactions. We find that many users em-
ploy bot-specific scripts, reverting to virtual assis-
tant commands during conversations. Example (5)
demonstrates a frequent phenomenon in the data:
when a user feels the bot hasn’t understood them,
they invoke the standard prompts which they are
accustomed to using when invoking the virtual as-
sistant, by using the “Alexa" command to get the
bot’s attention and reset the prompts.

(5) USER: “Are you okay?”
BOT: “I am sorry I could not hear you
well. Please repeat what you said.”
USER: “Alexa, are you okay?”

38.9% of conversations include at least one in-
vocation of the “Alexa” command. In these cases,
instead of applying scripts from human conversa-
tions, users apply scripts they’ve learned from in-
teracting with their virtual assistant. This tends to
happen in cases where an unnatural or unsatisfac-
tory response from the bot reminds the user that
they are not chatting with a real human.

6 Discussion

One major difference between socialbot and typi-
cal human conversations is the perceived relation-
ship between user and bot. In the user-socialbot
relationship there is more of a power imbalance
than in a human conversation; users are in con-
trol. They can stop, redirect, or reboot the bot, and
choose conversation topics. The bot is designed to
be cooperative, arguably more than a human when
it comes to abrupt topic changes or overly brief re-
sponses. Where such responses might signal hos-
tility (or at least disinterest) to a human interlocu-
tor, users may consider such social implications
irrelevant for a socialbot conversation.

Although all users are generally aware that they
are speaking to a computer, some users are more

willing to pretend. In the Alexa Prize, users were
already users of the Alexa virtual assistant, and
spoke to the socialbot on their Alexa-enabled de-
vices. The socialbot uses the same voice as the
virtual assistant, so the familiarity of the Alexa
voice may foster a sense of the relationship be-
tween users and the socialbot, and allow some
users to forget that they are interacting with a com-
puter. Other users, however, will still be wary of
human-like behaviors from the bot, as in (6).

(6) BOT: “I ate some pampered chef chicken
salad tea sandwiches today, and it was
amazing! Have you ever heard of it?”
USER: “No, Alexa. How can you eat
something? You’re a computer.”

The Uncanny Valley is a clear obstacle to truly
natural socialbot conversations, even if thresholds
vary among users. Obviously, presenting a social-
bot to a user as if it were really a human would
pose ethical issues, so users’ awareness of the con-
versation’s artificiality is a necessary limitation.

7 Conclusion

The increasing quality and cultural salience of so-
cialbots have led to significant advances in con-
versational AI. This paper analyzed conversations
between an Alexa Prize socialbot and its users to
better understand what users expect from social-
bot interactions. We find that, because socialbots
present a novel genre of conversation, users aren’t
always sure how to behave. Often, users react by
applying human conversational norms to the so-
cialbot; in other cases, they draw on the virtual
assistant scripts acquired from using their Alexa-
enabled devices. Based on our above analysis of
user behavior, we feel that the goal of a social-
bot shouldn’t be to strictly mimic human conversa-
tion. Humans may be unpleasant, have diverging
opinions, or push back on certain topics. On the
other hand, socialbots are designed to provide an
enjoyable and entertaining experience for the user.
Socialbot developers should embrace the unique
aspects of the scenario, rather than attempting to
conform to conventional conversational norms.

We see two potential sources for the advance-
ment of socialbot systems moving forward: first,
developers should design bots to fulfill user expec-
tations, acknowledging that these will be slightly
different from human conversation norms. Sec-
ond, as socialbots become more commonplace, the
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emergence of socialbot-specific scripts will give
users a clearer guide for those interactions. Like
a real conversation, the future of socialbots must
involve negotiating terms: developers must adapt
socialbots to user expectations, and users will in
turn adjust their expectations as they become more
familiar with socialbots as a mode of interaction.
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A Appendix

Figure 2: Analysis of different types of user queries.
The primary Y-axis depicts the average rating associ-
ated with a query type across all conversations. The
secondary Y-axis denotes the percentage of encounter-
ing each query.

Figure 3: Analysis of bot and user response length.
The primary Y-axis depicts the average rating associ-
ated with each length category across all conversations.
The secondary Y-axis denotes the percentage of each
length category for the bot and the user. Note that the
percentage of short responses generated by the bot is
very low.
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